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Loma Linda University Medical Center
plastic surgeon gains national recognition
BY JAMES PONDER

The plastic and reconstructive
surgery program at Loma Linda
University Medical Center gained
national recognition not once, but
twice recently thanks to the efforts of
Gurmander Singh Kohli, MD.
First, Dr. Kohli and colleague
Maya Spaeth, MD—who is also a
plastic and reconstructive surgeon at
LLUMC—performed a rare surgical
procedure on Jacob Vera, a 10-yearold boy who lost much of his hair in
an accident involving hot oil. The
operation, which took place on
Monday, October 27, 2008, broke
new ground in that it is rarely performed on children.
Second, Dr. Kohli took to the airwaves to discuss how plastic surgery
affects wellness during an interview
with Deepak Chopra, MD, that was
broadcast over Sirius Satellite Radio
on Saturday, November 1, 2008.
Microscopic hair transplantation
is commonly performed on adults,
rather than children, but Drs. Kohli
and Spaeth felt that in Jacob’s case,
the procedure would enable the boy
to re-grow his own hair. Jacob was
tired of being taunted by his peers for
having no hair at the front of his scalp.
At the tender age of 10 months, Jacob

lost the hair when he grabbed an
electrical cord and pulled a skillet full
of hot oil on top of his head. The boy
sustained second- and third-degree
burns when the oil scalded his scalp.
To restore his hair, Drs. Kohli
and Spaeth removed a small swath of
scalp tissue from the back of the boy’s
neck, then spent the next couple of
hours cutting it into fine pieces, each
containing one or more hair follicles.
Later, the individual patches of skin
and hair were inserted into areas of
Jacob’s scalp left bare by the burning
oil. The process is easy to imagine if
you visualize a gardener separating

Gurmander Singh Kohli, MD

small squares of earth containing one
or more juvenile plants for re-planting
in small vases or pots. Although
achieved on a smaller scale, the effect
is similar.
In his interview with Dr. Chopra,
Dr. Kohli discussed how plastic
surgery interacts with the mind-body
connection to impact a person’s sense
of self. “We all know that the way we
look affects the way we feel,” Dr.
Kohli maintains. “The way we feel
also affects the way we look. How
does plastic surgery fit in there? His
questions were directed toward
understanding that.”
Through his media presentations on alternative health topics,
Dr. Chopra has emerged as a pivotal, if often controversial, figure in
the emergence of the mind-body
connection as a major trend in 21st
century medicine.
Dr. Kohli believes new frontiers of
learning will open to science in the
future. “Knowledge,” he observes, “is
acquired in two ways: one is by what
our parents, our education, and our
environment tell us; the other is
through spirituality—what God gives
us.“ While acknowledging that westerners are often skeptical, he points to
the life of Christ as an example of

knowledge acquired intuitively.
“Did Jesus go to school?” he asks.
“No, His knowledge was given Him.
It’s not through scientific research
alone; it’s also through intuition.”
Dr. Kohli, who received his medical degree from the University of
Glasgow, Scotland, notes that Jacob
Vera’s speedy recovery is due to the
fact that children often rebound from
surgery faster than adults, and he
pointed out that Jacob is very excited
about the fact that he will no longer
have to wear a baseball cap to camouflage his baldness.
In contemplating the body’s ability
to heal itself, Dr. Kholi waxes philosophical for a moment. “Human
beings don’t invent things,” he
observes, “we just find them. We discover what’s already there. When we
give a patient a beta blocker, did we
invent the beta receptors? No, the
body already has them. We only discovered that there are beta receptors,
and how to block them.”
According to Dr. Kohli, Dr.
Chopra was president of the medical
staff at New England Memorial
Hospital (NEMH) in Boston, which
was a Seventh-day Adventist medical
institution. He notes that he and Dr.
Please turn to page 2

Spiritual care workshop planned for LLU students, faculty
CONTRIBUTED REPORT
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To help in the process of delivering successful spiritual care to its
patients, the Loma Linda University
Center for Spiritual Life &
Wholeness, office of student services,
and School of Medicine are inviting
all LLU students and faculty to participate in a conference on providing
spiritual care.
The conference is scheduled for
Friday, January 30, 2009, from 6:00
to 9:00 p.m., and Saturday, January
31, 2009, from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
in the LLU campus cafeteria.
This conference will not only
teach the art and science of spiritual
care, but it will also give participants
an opportunity to practice what they
learn in a clinical setting.
The conference will include
several conceptual overviews of
spiritual care as well as one-on-one

mentoring with LLU’s clinical professors to practice spiritual care.
After the conference, participants
will know how to initiate spiritual
conversations with patients, how to
conduct a spiritual assessment, how
to diagnose patients’ spiritual
needs, and how to provide specific
spiritual interventions.
Participants will also be taught
how to provide spiritual care in a
caring and ethical manner without
becoming overwhelmed by
patients’ needs, and how to provide
spiritual care within the limits of
clinical schedules.
What is spiritual care? The idea
of spiritual care fits very well with
the mission of Loma Linda
University. In accordance with its
mission, LLU seeks to further the
healing and teaching ministry of
Jesus Christ “to make man whole”

because the institution believes all
persons are called to friendship
with a loving God both now and
throughout eternity.
This mission is put into practice
by promoting healthful living, caring
for the sick and dying, and sharing the
good news of a loving God.
Employees, faculty, and administration understand the important role
spiritual healing plays in caring for the
sick and restoring physical wholeness.
Understanding its importance,
however, is much different from
putting faith into practice. This is
where the term “spiritual care” fits
into the landscape of what makes
LLU and its wholeness mission
unique.
The challenge many face as current or future health care providers is
that they aren’t sure how to provide
spiritual care.

Does it simply involve praying for
patients? What if they don’t feel comfortable talking about spirituality?
How does one go about incorporating
personal faith in the clinical setting?
These questions are important
because even at Loma Linda engaging
in spiritual conversations can feel
taboo. There is no one prescription to
mend an ailing heart, a grieving soul,
or a person simply wrestling with the
strange complexities of the world.
“There are answers to the aforementioned questions that when
prayerfully sought after can lead to
the burden of care being lifted from
the caregiver as we allow the Holy
Spirit to preside in our attempts to
practice spiritual care,” says Jeremy
Hubbard, manager, Center for
Spiritual Life & Wholeness.
The conference is free to all LLU
Please turn to page 2

BALL, BHPSA, BSA hold 25th annual spiritual retreat
CONTRIBUTED REPORT

On November 14 to 16, 2008,
the Black Alumni of Loma Linda
and La Sierra Universities (BALL)
hosted the Black Health
Professional Students Association
(BHPSA, Loma Linda University)
and Black Students Association
(BSA, La Sierra University) at
Camp Cedar Falls.
The theme for the retreat was
“Stepping Out of the Box,” a motto
that has been adopted by the current leaders of BHPSA for the academic year 2008–2009.
As a tradition, the retreat brings
together students from both Loma

Linda and La Sierra universities.
This year the turnout was more

than the expected 130 registered
individuals from both institutions.

Eric Walsh, MD, MPH, presents the Friday evening vespers at the 25th
BALL retreat held at Camp Cedar Falls.

Guest speaker for the retreat
was Eric Walsh, MD, MPH, a
School of Medicine clinical faculty
member and a sought-after speaker
who is known for his national and
international work. Dr. Walsh,
who is also a graduate of the School
of Public Health, currently serves as
the medical director for the family
health division of the Orange
County Health Care Agency, the
public health division of Orange
County.
The Friday evening vespers program set the stage for the attendees
on what to expect on Sabbath. Dr.
Please turn to page 2
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members of Mt. Rubidoux Seventh- vice chancellor for community partContinued from page 1
newsletter available online
Walsh inspired the attendees with day Adventist Church choir, who nerships and diversity; Randal
CONTRIBUTED REPORT

As part of Loma Linda
University’s ongoing efforts to
enhance communications among and
between the campus community, On
Campus is launching as the first in a
series of online publications.
Initially targeted to the faculty
and staff on campus, On Campus will
grow to provide news and information to faculty, staff, and students
around the world.
The online newsletter does not

replace existing institutional publications like Scope or TODAY, but rather
provides a medium for news and
events which are of particular interest
to the campus community.
It also provides a vehicle for information to be made available more
rapidly.
On Campus can be accessed at
<myllu.llu.edu/newsletter/oncampus>.
Currently, On Campus requires
authentication using your myLLU or
e-mail account name and password.

his evening vesper thought based on
Mathew 17:14–20.
The Sabbath day started around
9:45 a.m. after breakfast with both
BSA and BHPSA students conducting the morning Bible worship. At
the end of the session, participants
identified various ways in which they
could step out of the box to continue
Christ’s mission to humankind.
Special music was presented by

had just performed in Atlanta for the
Verizon Best Church Choir in
America on November 8, 2008.
The sermon, “Playtime Is Over,”
was the climax of the occasion. It
was based on Exodus 34. During the
sermon, Dr. Walsh presented current events by tying them to the
prophetic message of the Scriptures.
Sponsors and guests included
Leslie Pollard, PhD, DMin, MBA,

Wisbey, DMin, president of La
Sierra University; Juan Carlos
Belliard, PhD, assistant vice chancellor for community partnerships and
diversity; and Carlton Sampson,
MD, BALL president. The sponsors
for both institutions who were also
present included Natasha Dean,
PhD; Eugene Joseph, PhD, from La
Sierra University; and Curtis Fox,
PhD, from Loma Linda University.

Center for Spiritual Life & Wholeness
begins new television program on LLBN
CONTRIBUTED REPORT

One of life’s greatest ironies is that
the most important issues are the ones
we talk about the least. This body of
silence exists for many reasons. First,
the issues of greatest import are more
prone to controversy because they hold
greater significance. Controversy can
spark tendencies of avoidance and disquiet out of the fear of disagreement or
confrontation.
These fears range from a lack of
knowledge or awareness about certain
issues to fears of possibly losing credence within one’s workplace, at church,
or even at home. A second reason
important issues are not talked about is
that they aren’t easily recognizable.
Although this seems counterintuitive,
the phrase “familiarity breeds complacency” rings true in this instance. Some
of life’s most important moments pass
by unnoticed because they fall into the
crevasses of daily routine.
As a remedy for this problem,
Loma Linda Broadcasting Network
(LLBN) recently debuted a new program titled “Intersections: Where
Faith, Ideas, and Life Meet” in partnership with the Center for Spiritual Life
& Wholeness (CSLW) at Loma Linda

Conference…

Continued from page 1
students and faculty, but advanced
registration is required. For more
information or to register, please call
the Center for Spiritual Life &
Wholeness at (909) 558-7786 or
campus extension 87786, or log on to
the website at <www.llu.edu/llu/
wholeness>.

University. The program features a discussion panel of regular hosts and guest
participants who discuss important
faith-based issues relevant to contemporary living. The program’s regular
hosts include Carla Gober, PhD, director of the CSLW; Leigh Aveling,
DMin, chaplain at the Loma Linda
University Medical Center; and Julius
Nam, PhD, associate professor in the
School of Religion at LLU. Jeremy
Hubbard, manager of the CSLW,
serves as the show’s production associate. Thus far the show’s topics have
ranged from issues relating to creationism and evolution theory to participating in competitive sports.
A recent segment titled "Why on
Earth Should We Care?" dealt with
global warming and ecological crises
and how Christians might faithfully
respond to them.
Lee Greer, PhD, assistant professor
of biology at La Sierra University, participated as a guest panelist on the show,
providing insight on the Christian
response to environmental issues.
Another guest panelist, Jared Wright, a
master’s of divinity student at La Sierra
University, shared similar insights.
“I hope that it will generate some
conversation somewhere in Adventism about caring for creation,”
says Mr. Wright.
Mr. Hubbard agrees. “This is also
the hope for ‘Intersections’—to help
encourage future conversations about
important issues that cannot be left
unspoken,” he adds.
For a schedule of programming, see
Loma Linda Broadcasting Network’s
website at <www.llbn.tv>.

A record number of Loma Linda University and La Sierra University students turned out for the 25th BALL retreat
held at Camp Cedar Falls. Here Loma Linda University students enjoy the retreat.

La Sierra University president Randal Risbey, DMin (left), participates in the Sabbath worship activities held in the
Camp Cedar Falls church.

LLUMC plastic surgeon…

Continued from page 1
Chopra appreciate the emphasis
Adventist hospitals place on treating
the whole person.
“We’ll see more of that in this century,” Dr. Kohli predicts, “not only
focusing on man, but on his environment—on preserving the universe,
because the way we treat it is going to
show up in our bodies.”
Because of their mutual interest
in spirituality and health, Dr. Kohli
is trying to persuade Dr. Chopra to
join the faculty of the LLU School
of Medicine. “I got a reply from his
secretary,” Dr. Kohli adds, “saying
‘Deepak wants to know what work it
would involve.’ I said it would
involve coming to some meetings
and giving a lecture to the students

and faculty. I think he’d be very
interested, but his schedule is very
demanding. My interview with him
was on a Saturday. He was leaving
the next day to Barcelona, and the
one after that to another country.”
Coming as they do in an age that
has seen a resurgence of spirituality
after decades in which atheism dominated the intellectual landscape of
the West, Dr. Kohli’s remarks
reflect both his religious beliefs and
his scientific education.
“One of these days,” he prophesies, “we’ll have a merging where science becomes art and art becomes
science. God is the greatest Artist,
the greatest Scientist, and the greatest Healer. That’s why He has so
many names.”

Black Health Professional Student Association (BHPSA) president Elly Ojwang welcomes students and guests to the
annual BALL retreat.
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Medical help wanted by Scheer Memorial Hospital in Nepal
BY JAMES PONDER

Got a yen for adventure and a
desire to help others? If so, Lincoln
and Drusila Morikone invite you to
consider spending a year or two at
Scheer Memorial Hospital in the
mountains of Nepal.
Mr. Morikone serves as CEO, and
wife,
Drusila, is in charge of human
his
resources and special projects at the
150-bed acute care hospital, which
specializes in emergency medicine,
medical/surgical care, and orthopedics.
Scheer Memorial Hospital maintains a
nursing affiliation with Vanderbilt
University, and it serves as a teaching
hospital for Kathmandu University
Medical School.
According to Jerry E. Daly, MA,
MSLS, assistant vice president for
global outreach, and associate director of the Global Health Institute at
Loma Linda University, Scheer
Memorial Hospital is not officially
affiliated with LLU at this time, but
there is a long history of cooperation
between the two organizations.
“In the past,” Mr. Daly explains,
“we have provided clinical and
administrative personnel, and helped
to secure needed equipment for
Scheer Memorial Hospital on occasion.” He also points out that the
hospital is contemplating joining
Adventist Health International, the
LLU-based management organization committed to partnering with
health care services in other parts of
the world, so the connection
between LLU and Scheer Memorial
Hospital may broaden in the future.
In the meantime, the Morikones
are looking for volunteers to serve in
a number of capacities. “We’re looking for doctors, nurses, and other
health care and administrative personnel who want to make a difference,” Mr. Morikone observes.
One of the main attractions of
Nepal is its natural beauty and
remarkable recreational opportunities. “Most people come here just for
the adventure,” Mr. Morikone says,
“but we want people who also have
the mission bug.”
Tourists visit Nepal for many
reasons. Eight of the world’s 10
highest mountains are located in the
tiny nation’s Himalayan Range,
including Mt. Everest, the uppermost peak on the planet.
Adventurers of many stripes—
mountaineers, backpackers, river
rafters, culture vultures, and nature
lovers—flock to Nepal for its alpine
wilderness, fascinating heritage, and

colorful temples and mosques.
Nepal is one of the most cosmopolitan environments in the
world, boasting a multi-cultural,
multi-religious, and multi-linguistic
society. “This was the last Hindu
kingdom in the world,” Mr.
Morikone reports. “The people are
deeply devoted to their religion and
their beliefs, but they are friendly
toward Scheer Memorial and the
medical care it provides. Hundreds
of devout Hindus pass our campus
on a daily basis as they trek to
Chandeswari Temple.”
Most patients and employees at
the hospital practice Hinduism, a
trend that reflects the demographics
of the nation as a whole. Some 90
percent of Nepalese are Hindus, and
approximately 4 percent are
Buddhists. Islam, Christianity, and
regional indigenous belief systems
make up the remainder.
A growing number in the
country, currently around 6,500,
identify themselves as Seventh-day
Adventists. The percentage of
Buddhists seems surprisingly low
since Nepal is the birthplace of
Siddhartha Gautama—known to
millions of devotees worldwide as
the Buddha.
Scheer Memorial Hospital currently boasts a medical staff of 12
dedicated physicians—“We can use
more!” Mr. Morikone insists—and a
rich legacy of volunteer service. It
was founded in the late 1950s when
Stanley and Raylene Sturges
brought their children to Nepal and
opened a small, one-room clinic in
Banepa, a town of about 4,000 people at the time, located some 16
miles from the capital city of
Kathmandu. In 1960, the clinic
expanded into a 20-bed hospital—
the only one serving the half-million
people of the Kavre district.
Currently, there are approximately
30,000 residents in Banepa alone.
Most of the money to build the
new hospital came from Clifford C.
Scheer, who donated it in honor of
his parents, Charles J. and Carolyn
Scheer. Funding for the equipment,
room furnishings, and medical supplies came from CARE, a leading
humanitarian organization, and the
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Today, the hospital reaches out to
meet the health care needs of the
populace of the entire region, including villagers in outlying areas.
“Funding is always an issue in
remote villages where they don’t have

Lincoln and Drusila “Drusi” Morikone are looking for dedicated volunteers to join them at Scheer Memorial Hospital in Banepa, Nepal. Mr. Morikone, CEO of the organization, says they’re looking for people who not only love adventure, but also have a passion for helping others.
access to good medical care,” Mr.
Morikone observes. “They don’t have
doctors or nurses, so we send a doctor, nurse, lab technician, and driver
in a four-wheel-drive vehicle to meet
the needs of people in the outback.”
What’s it like to live in Nepal?
Mr. Morikone paints a realistic picture by mixing equal parts gorgeous
natural landscape, political instability, widespread poverty, and very
friendly people.
“We have 300 days of sunshine
per year,” he says. “The best time to
visit is October through March.
That’s the heaviest trekking season in
the mountains, with daytime temperatures that register into the 60s
on the Fahrenheit scale. The country
is rich in water resources—there are
rivers everywhere—but it is also one
of the world’s poorest countries.”
Mr. Morikone describes continuing civil unrest as Nepal transitions
from a Hindu monarchy to a democratic republic. The country, which
borders the People’s Republic of
China on the north, and India on all
other sides, hosts numerous Maoist
sympathizers and is heavily influenced by communist ideology. Tribal
leaders and pro-democracy supporters also vie for political influence.
Even so, the Morikones are
happy to be where they are. They’re
convinced that God called them to
this high valley outpost to improve
medical standards and quality of
care. They’re equally convinced that
people should consider joining them.
“You’ve got to try mission service even if only for a short term,”
Mr. Morikone insists. “It’s very fulfilling, and it’s an adventure
besides. There’s a wonderful satisfaction in knowing you’ve made a
difference in someone else’s life.
We share what we know, whether
it’s medicine, nursing, teaching,
administration, or engineering.”
When asked whether the
approach to witnessing at Scheer
Memorial Hospital is through direct
proselytizing or less obtrusive
means, he decries the first method in
favor of the second.

“The most effective way to witness,” he says, “has been shown to
be showing rather than telling.
Within the hospital, and out in the
community, the people watch.
They watch what we do. The
essence of mission work is to adapt,
adapt, adapt, without compromis-

ing your convictions.”
Interested in communicating
with the Morikones directly about
volunteering in Nepal? Send them
an e-mail at <linmorikone@
gmail.com> to discuss the needs at
Scheer Memorial Hospital in light
of your interests and abilities.

Nepal is a colorful land blending intense natural beauty with ancient ways of life.
In this photo by Lincoln Morikone, villagers in Banepa harvest rice in October
just as their ancestors have done for thousands of years.

One of the biggest tourist attractions in the city of Banepa, Nepal, is Chandeswari Temple, located a short distance from Scheer Memorial Hospital. The
temple was built in honor of Hindu goddess Durga, said to have saved the people
of the area by slaying the demon Chand. This image, taken by Lincoln Morikone,
depicts the view across the rice paddies from Scheer Memorial.
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Savannah Edwards receives philanthropy award
BY JAMES PONDER

She’s at it again.
Savannah Edwards, the 12year-old girl from Columbia,
Tennessee, whose story was originally shared with readers in the
November 26, 2007, edition of
TODAY, keeps raising money and
goodwill for children with cancer
at Loma Linda University
Children’s Hospital. So far, she’s
raised more than $7,000 for a variety of charitable causes—including
more than $5,400 for LLUCH—
and she’s just getting started.
On Thursday, November 13,
2008, a speech Savannah delivered
to a luncheon of the Inland Empire
chapter of the Association of
Fundraising Professionals nearly
brought the house down. Savannah
had flown to California to receive
the group’s Youth Volunteer of the
Year Award, but when she asked
permission to say a few remarks,
her words brought an enthusiastic
standing ovation from the crowd of
approximately 180, and tears to
many eyes.
The story of how Savannah
became a philanthropist blends equal
parts tragedy and triumph. During
the 2005 Christmas season,
Savannah’s cousin, Stephen Neil
Dysinger, was diagnosed with a rare
cancer. Unfortunately for Stephen—
whose father, Wayne S. Dysinger,
MD, chairs the department of preventive medicine at Loma Linda
University School of Medicine—the
disease is fatal when discovered in
the late stages as his was. The news
hit Savannah hard.
“I remember sitting in my room
feeling so sad that he was sick, and
wishing I could do something, “ she
recalls. “I wanted to help in a big
way. I decided I would use my creativity to make handmade cards,

dishcloths, and baby blankets to sell
and raise money for him.”
Savannah soon exceeded her goal
of raising enough money to outfit
Stephen with comfortable clothes to
replace the ones he outgrew after losing weight to his disease. What to do
with the money left over? Stephen
suggested she come to California and
pay him a visit.
The trip proved to be a bittersweet experience for Savannah.
While profoundly inspired by
Stephen’s indomitable spirit, she was
shocked by the change in his appearance as a result of the chemotherapy
he was receiving at Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital. “He
had lost all his beautiful hair,” she
notes. “Seeing him like that made me
realize how sick he really was. I
wished I could take his place, or that
he wouldn’t have to be so sick.”
Despite his condition, Stephen
remained positive. “I was amazed at
how strong he seemed to be,”
Savannah offers. “He could be in the
bathroom vomiting one minute, then
come out and say, ‘Let’s go to the
movies!’ We had a great time. We
played Monopoly, read books, and
went to the movies and out to eat.”
Savannah’s mother, Janelle, concurs with her daughter’s assessment
of Stephen’s attitude. “He was a
fighter,” Janelle affirms. “He fought
cancer with every ounce of energy he
didn’t even have, harder than anyone
I have ever seen! I think seeing him
like that gave Savannah the inspiration to fight just as hard to help others in her ministry.”
Once she returned home,
Savannah mobilized her siblings,
Zack and Maryssa, and two of the
neighbor kids, Zachary and Chloe
Kiffmeyer, into helping her open a
lemonade and Kool-Aid stand.
Chloe and Zachary had lost their

What does a big-time philanthropist look like? If she’s 12 years old and hails
from Columbia, Tennessee, she looks just like Savannah Edwards. Savannah has raised more than $5,400 for children fighting cancer at Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital.

The audience jumped to its feet as Savannah concluded her touching tribute to her departed cousin Stephen
Neil Dysinger. Her remarks underscored Savannah’s commitment to keeping Stephen’s memory alive by raising funds to help other children in their fight against cancer.
grandma to cancer and were eager to
join the cause. Not only did neighbors buy her lemonade and KoolAid, but worshippers at Grace Point
Seventh-day Adventist Church in
the nearby town of Franklin,
Tennessee, and the First
Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
Columbia became repeat customers.
“My church families support me a
lot,” Savannah insists. Some feed her
new ideas; others print labels for
her ministry—Children Helping

Children in Their Fight Against
Cancer—or provide card stock. One
generous couple donated a paper cutter. “People definitely believe in what
I’m doing and want to help out.”
As Stephen’s disease progressed,
he drew inspiration from his relationship with God. He had been
baptized at the Azure Hills Seventhday Adventist Church almost a year
before anyone knew he had cancer,
but as pastor John Brunt would
point out in his eulogy of Stephen,

the young man’s heart had always
belonged to God. “His nightly prayer
was ‘Dear Jesus, please live in my
heart. Help me be Your boy.’ He
showed an awesome strength, but
was also at peace with death because
he knew that heaven was next.”
Savannah remembers Stephen
asking their grandparents an important question a short while before he
passed away. “What’s the big deal?
The next thing when I wake up, I’ll
Please turn to page 5
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Compassion Alive: ‘La Escuelita’ gets a facelift
53558

53562

Respiratory therapy student Jamie Blood pulls out
nails in preparation for putting new siding on the
trailer named La Escuelita where LLU holds some
of its Healthy Neighborhoods outreach projects.
On November 23 and 30, she and other individuals from LLU gathered at the trailer, located in
San Bernardino at the SACHS–Norton Clinic, to
give it a major facelift. The project, called
Compassion Alive, marks the first local mission
project sponsored by Community-Academic
Partners in Service (CAPS) and student activities.

Pharmacy student Bless Loza Valecruz prepares a
window for the process of repainting a room.
Programs such as tutoring of school children, educational workshops for parents, and music lessons are
offered in this trailer to members of the surrounding
community. On November 29, CAPS volunteers
canvassed area neighborhoods to offer information
about these services and those available at the
SACHS clinic. To learn more about CAPS’
Compassion Alive projects, and how to get involved
in the next one, visit <www.llu. edu/caps>.

Savannah Edwards receives philanthropy award…

Continued from page 4
get to see Jesus.” Still it wasn’t easy
for Savannah, or the members of her
family, to face the facts.
“When I found out he wasn’t
going to live, I cried,” Savannah
shares. “He was so young. But I also
saw the journey God put Stephen on
during his time of being sick.” She
pauses a moment, then reflects on his
fortitude. “Stephen is one of my

heroes. He was 13 years old and in
seventh grade at Loma Linda Middle
School when he died. He was full of
life—ALWAYS—even when he
was so sick.”
Keeping Stephen’s memory alive
is very important to Savannah. “I am
happy I could come to California for
this occasion,” she told the audience
at the luncheon. “I want to thank you

INNERWEAVE:

The Wholeness Story
By Wil Alexander, PhD
Professor of family medicine,
School of Medicine
This past weekend I attended the memorial service of a woman who, in
all of her life, was the epitome of human love enriched by that of the Divine.
At about midway in the service there was a piano solo, “Nocturne
Liebestraume,” composed by Franz Lizt, who said it was inspired by this
poem:
O love! O love! So long as e’er thou canst, or dost on love believe:
The time shall come, when thou by graves shalt stand and grieve;
And see that still thy heart doth glow, doth bear and foster love
Divine
So long as e’er another heart shall bear in warm response to thine.
And, whoso bares his heart to thee, O, show him love where in thy
Power,
And make his every hour a joy, nor wound his heart at any hour.
And keep a guard upon thy tongue—an unkind word is quickly
said:
Ah me!—no ill was meant—and yet
The other goes and weeps thereat.
So much here to help keep our mouths and hearts from being blind and
cold!
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all very much for this honor. I began
my ministry of raising money for
children’s cancer almost three years
ago when my 13-year-old cousin,
Stephen Dysinger, was sick and
being treated at the Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital. I was
very sad when he passed away, and I
thought it would be meaningful to
continue my efforts in his memory. It
makes me happy to be helping others, and I believe God has greatly
blessed what I’ve done.”
Joanna DeLeon, director of
the LLU Children’s Hospital
Foundation, applauds Savannah’s
philanthropic heart. “Since raising
funds for her cousin a few years ago,”
Ms. DeLeon observes, “Savannah
has extended her outreach and made
fundraising for Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital her
ministry. For such a young girl,
Savannah has incredible compassion
for others, and we’re excited to celebrate her accomplishments through
the Youth Volunteer Award.
Savannah puts others first and is an
inspiration to everyone.”
Now that she’s back in
Tennessee, Savannah is enjoying a
busy school year, plus her favorite

5

GIS Day 2008

Adanna Okwandu (right) and Stephanie Trinidad are amazed at
the capability of GIS to locate satellite photos of their homes.
They are fifth-graders at Loma Linda Academy.
BY HEATHER REIFSNYDER
About 225 area schoolchildren began to grasp the far-reaching
capabilities of geographic information systems (GIS) when they visited LLU’s geoinformatics laboratory for GIS Day 2008, which was
observed internationally on November 19.
Geoinformatics students, faculty, and staff prepared hands-on
activities for the children that varied depending on grade level. Older
students were given the opportunity to use handheld computers to
map features of LLU’s campus.
Loma Linda Academy fifth-grader Kayla Redfield was impressed
with what she learned about GIS.
“It was amazing how you could go all over the world without even
leaving the room,” she says.

School of Public Health student Atif Adam, MPH (right), shows
freshmen from Redlands Adventist Academy how to use a handheld computer to perform mapping exercises.
extracurricular activities: raising
money for her ministry, modeling,
and taking ballet lessons. Most of
all, she’s anticipating a very important reunion.
“I can’t wait to see Stephen in
heaven,” she shares, “and tell him all
the cool things I got to do because of
my love for him.”

** *
Readers who want to join
Savannah Edwards in caring for
children with cancer are invited to
send their donations to Savannah’s
Fund, Loma Linda University
Children’s Hospital Foundation,
P.O. Box 2000, Loma Linda,
California 92354.
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Whirlwind of activities hits Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital
BY JAMES PONDER

As summer transitioned into fall, a
whirlwind of activities swept through
Loma Linda University Children’s
Hospital, transforming it into one of
the “funnest” places on earth.
It started in late August when Mad
Science of the Inland Empire nearly
blew up the lobby. That’s an exaggeration, of course. Mad Science is an organization devoted to the idea of making
science come alive for children. What
they actually did in the hospital lobby
was transform everyday objects from
the mundane to the miraculous. They
made Styrofoam melt, for example, and
turned ordinary chemicals into a boiling cauldron of frothy bubbles that disappeared on contact with human skin.
Needless to say, the kids were
impressed; some of them dared to
touch the strange substance, while others elected only to watch.
Another August event may not
have raised the roof, but it did raise
lots of money. Stater Bros. Charities,
the philanthropic wing of the Inland
Empire grocery firm, sponsored the
sixth-annual Stater Bros. Charities
KOLA Cares for Kids Radiothon to
raise funds for the transport team at
LLU Children’s Hospital. The radiothon was broadcast over popular
oldies-format radio station KOLA
99.9 FM. Not only did the radiothon
promote the cause to the tune of a
very respectable $161,300, it also provided 628 KOLA bears to comfort
children in a time of need. The
response to the endeavor underscores
the generosity of Inland Empire residents and companies even during a
time of economic uncertainty.
The annual Fall into Reading
event was hosted by members of the
Big Hearts for Little Hearts Guild
in September. Experts are still
debating who had the most fun at
the event. Was it the kids, who got
to color pictures, paste stickers, and
listen to stories, or the adults who
decorated the lobby in bright
autumn décor, took turns reading
the stories, and served delectable
seasonal treats to the patients? The
jury’s still out. In the meantime,
individuals who might like to join
the guild and help it raise funds—
and fun—for children are invited to
contact Mindy Morrell, guild liaison
officer, at (909) 558-3154.
Toothena the Tooth Fairy did her
part to stamp out tooth decay this
October. In the real world, she goes by
the name of CoraMarie Clark, but
when she visited the patients of LLU
Children’s Hospital, Ms. Clark was
dramatically transformed into the elegant and graceful Toothena. Dressed
like a princess from a magical realm,
Toothena put the pizzazz in oral care.
Kids got to dress like molars while she
scrubbed them clean with an elephantsized brush. She also handed out copies
of her book and gave each patient a
packet of oral care products. The full
story of Toothena’s mission to inspire
shiny smiles around the world is available on her website at <www.toothe
nathetoothfairy.com>.
For his part, pumpkin grower Ray
Barenchi Sr. of Santa Rosa, California,
wasn’t content to provide the patients of
Children’s Hospital with another 802-

pound pumpkin like the one he gave
them last year. He felt the kids needed
something bigger and better for 2008.
So Mr. Barenchi set to work in his
backyard trying to exceed his personal
best. Did he do it? Let’s just say that the
giant cucurbit the elder Barenchi and
his son, Ray Jr., drove down from
Northern California in the back of a
pickup truck this year weighed in at a
whopping 1,045 pounds! That’s 243
pounds bigger than last year’s big one.
Once ensconced as the center of an
autumn display on the sidewalk in front
of the hospital, the gigantic fruit became
the delight of kids of all ages who
climbed on it, carved their initials in its
thick orange flesh, and just generally
marveled at its humongous size. Ray
says he’ll be back next year with another
jolly orange giant.
Once again, Stater Bros. Charities
and the K-FROG radio stations
stepped up to the plate for the children
of the Inland Empire in October by
hosting the seventh-annual Stater Bros.
Charities K-FROGGERS for Kids
Radiothon presented by Con Agra
Foods. With the help of a large group of
volunteers from a variety of organizations, K-FROG radio personalities took
to the airwaves from the food court of
Ontario Mills to urge their listeners to
contribute to the needs of children with
cancer at LLU Children’s Hospital. The
K-FROG stations’ event highlighted
the compassion and generosity of
Southern Californians even in a time of
economic distress. Final tally: more than
$483,000 to benefit the children.
The 2008 Fall Festival brought a
cast of unusual characters to the halls
of LLU Children’s Hospital. Under
ordinary circumstances, one might be
suspicious of adults dressed like
pirates, hula dancers, werewolves, hippopotami, clowns, butterflies, and
brides trying to enter the front doors,
but since these revelers entered
through the employee entrance, and
since the calendar said October 31, no
one batted an eye. Good thing, too!
The bizarrely garbed characters doled
out candy, books, toys, and other colorful trinkets to the delight of the
patients. Once again, the experts are
still trying to ascertain who had more
fun—was it the patients, or the staffers
who got to dress silly for the day?
It would have taken dogged determination not to smile at the scene that

unfolded in the Stater Bros. Activity
Center at LLU Children’s Hospital on
Sunday, November 16, 2008. That’s
the day when The Josh and Friends
Project paid a call on the kids.
Spearheaded locally by Sharon Riesen,
MD, associate professor of pediatrics
and director of the pediatric residency
program at Loma Linda University
School of Medicine, the event brought
together a large number of volunteers,
employees of the child life program, and
students from the Western University
of Health Sciences School of
Veterinary Medicine, the honors program at University of California at
Riverside, the American Medical
Student Association, and the pediatric
interest group of the LLU School of
Medicine. The guests of honor were a
group of adorable plush puppy dolls
each named Josh. The real Josh, a
vanilla-colored golden retriever, lives in
Knoxville, Tennessee, where he visits
hospitalized children and gives them
warm kisses and unconditional love.
Needless to say, the Josh plush puppies were an immediate hit with the
kids—especially since they each got to
take one home. The kids also received a
copy of I’ll Be O.K., a book designed to
“transform anxious hospital stays for
children into friendship-filled adventures to wellness.” Additional information about the organization is available
at <www.joshandfriends.com>.
What’s ahead? The month of
December promises a succession of holiday delights for the enjoyment of
patients, visitors, and staff. While the
rest of the country was eating
Thanksgiving dinner, Jim and Jeannie
Durbin were setting up the famous
Gingerbread Village in the lobby. They
were also on hand the first week in
December when the Big Hearts for
Little Hearts Guild ushered in the season with the Tree of Hope display.
(You shouldn’t have trouble recognizing
the Durbins—this is their sixth year of
dressing up like Santa and Mrs. Claus.)
Next, the child life department has
a smorgasbord of holiday events
planned—including a performance by
the San Bernardino Symphony, a visit
from the Home Depot Toy Drive, a
holiday presentation by Mad Science,
and music and dance presentations
from local school groups and churches.
Do colorful holiday events make a
difference to the children? Jim Durbin

On-air radio personalities and a dedicated squadron of volunteers
made sure that the 2008 Stater Bros. Charities K-FROGGERS for
Kids Radiothon presented by Con Agra Foods was a big success. The
event, which aired live for two days in October from the food court of
Ontario Mills Mall, raised more than $483,000 for the needs of children with cancer at Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital.
thinks so. A few years ago, the father of
a child who had decorated one of the
houses for the Gingerbread Village saw
the Durbins in the lobby. The man said
his daughter, who had been terminally
ill at the time of the event, passed away
a few days after it was over. He told the
Durbins that the last time he saw his
daughter smile was while she was decorating the gingerbread house.
“Tears welled up in his eyes as he
thanked us for making the last days
of his child’s life a little brighter,” Mr.
Durbin says.
“Despite the current economic

challenges we have been faced with
this fall, the efforts and generosity of
our wonderful supporters, volunteers, and friends have been beyond
measure,” says Zareh Sarrafian,
MBA, administrator of Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital. “A
mere thank you does not seem to be
enough for what they do for the
Children’s Hospital and the patients
we serve throughout the year. In the
coming year, we will again rely on
their support and know with complete confidence that they will be
there for us without hesitation.”

Participating in the grand opening of the East Campus
resource center are (from left) Michael Jackson, MBA, East
Campus administrator; Mark J. Ashley, MD, Center for
Neuro Skills (CNS) founder and president; Linda K. Mosley,
RN, regional marketing director for CNS; Jan Kroetz, RN,
chief patient care director at East Campus; and Mara
McCarville, RN, executive director, Rehabilitation,
Orthopaedics and Neurosciences Institute at Loma Linda
University Medical Center.

East Campus celebrates grand
opening of resource center

Everybody loves a puppy, especially a golden retriever plush puppy
named Josh. On Sunday, November 16, 2008, LLU Children’s
Hospital patients received the cuddly toys during a visit from The
Josh and Friends Project, a nationwide organization dedicated to
transforming “anxious hospital stays for children into friendshipfilled adventures to wellness.” The children also received a copy of
I’ll Be O.K., a book the project publishes for hospitalized kids.

The brand-new resource center at Loma Linda University Medical
Center East Campus celebrated its grand opening on Friday, October 24,
2008, with a gala ribbon-cutting ceremony involving East Campus officials and representatives of the Center for Neuro Skills (CNS). The purpose of the new center is to provide a place where community members,
patients, visitors, and staff can access a wide range of useful information
from a variety of health and educational sources such as the Loma Linda
Health Library, Medline Plus, and Noah-Health. The resource center
also allows access to Internet and e-mail, DVD’s and televised information, publications for adults and children, and business services such as
fax, copy, and stamps.
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Center for Christian Bioethics LLU Overseas Heart Team in Egypt…
from page 8
remember this day, when everything —but also for the hundreds of
reveals essay contest finalists Continued
fast as her cousin Moazz, and her changed, Esraa and Mouhammed children in Alexandria who did
BY DUSTIN JONES, MA

The Center for Christian
Bioethics held its 17th-annual contributor’s convocation Saturday,
November 1, at the Mitten Building
in Redlands.
The convocation, titled “Perspectives on Ethics from Around
the World,” featured several speakers and how they have experienced
ethics internationally.
The events of the day began
with a welcome from Mark Carr,
PhD, director of the Center for
Christian Bioethics.
School of Religion professor
David Larson, PhD, then took the
stage to discuss ethics in Italy.
Roy Branson, PhD, professor in
the School of Religion, and Jerald
Whitehouse, DrPH, director of the
Global Center for Adventist Muslim
Relations, presented a discussion
on their contributions to the
sixth-annual Interfaith Dialogue
Conference in Doha, Qatar. This
conference was sponsored by the government of Qatar and aimed at religion and health care. Both professors
presented papers at the conference by
request of the Qatar government.
This was followed by Whitny
Braun, MA, a biomedical and clinical ethics graduate from Loma
Linda University, who spoke on
ethics in Croatia. Ms. Braun is currently a PhD student in religion,
ethics, and literature at Claremont
Graduate University.
After lunch, Dr. Carr gave a short
talk on his interfaith trip to Turkey
sponsored by Pacifica Institute of Los

Angeles. The institute is inspired by
the interfaith work of Muslim Imam
Fettulah Gulen, and it sponsors
dozens of scholars, politicians, and
social-thought leaders on interfaith
dialogue trips to Turkey each year.
This year, the center introduced
the two finalists for the inaugural
Claritás, Clarity in Ethics Essay
Contest, which was introduced earlier
this year.
The topic was “Assisted suicide:
good for society or not?”
The two finalists, Mark Warren,
a third-year School of Medicine student, and Carissa Cianci, a secondyear School of Nursing student, each
read their essay to those present at
the convocation. The finalists were
then asked to step outside and the
convocation guests voted on which
essay was superior.
The winner, Mr. Warren, was
unveiled at chapel during the following week.
The winner of the contest received
an award of $1,000 and a round-trip
ticket anywhere Alaska Airlines flies;
the runner up received $750 and
20,000 miles credit toward a ticket on
Alaska Airlines. Both awards were
donated to the center.
Information on the topic for next
year’s essay contest will be announced
in the coming months.
The contributor’s convocation is
held in the fall each year to celebrate
the various supporters of the Center
for Christian Bioethics.
If interested in more information
about how to help, please contact
Dawn Gordon at (909) 558-4956.

skin isn’t an icy blue anymore; it’s a
warm pink.
“Loma Linda took my baby and
gave me a new one,” says Esraa.
It’s a new life for Roukaia, and to

decided to move Roukaia’s birthday.
Instead of January 26, Roukaia’s
birth is now celebrated on November
9, 2008.
It’s a happy ending for Roukaia

not get chosen.
These children and their families now have hope, because their
own doctors have the tools they
need to save Egypt’s children.

An Egyptian father cradles his young son while he gets his blood pressure taken. Seventeen children ranging in age
from 11 years to a few days old were operated on by the Loma Linda team.

Shamel Abd-Allah, MD (left), chief of pediatric critical care at Loma Linda University Children’s Hospital, reviews
a patient’s chart with an Egyptian colleague.

Mark Warren (left), third-year medical student, is presented with the
first-place award for the essay contest by Mark Carr, PhD, director of
the Center for Christian Bioethics.

Carissa Cianci, second-year nursing student, is presented with the second-place award by Dr. Carr.

Family members wait to see the Loma Linda team at the Alexandria hospital. Many more children needed heart
surgery than the team could do during its stay. The goal of the trip was to assist in the education of Egyptian surgeons
on how to improve care of small children with heart disease.
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Loma Linda University Overseas Heart Surgery Team visits Egypt
BY MARANATHA HAY

When Mouhammed Elwahab
and Esraa Aly gave birth to their
daughter, Roukaia Aly Elwahab, on
January 26, 2006, they could barely
contain their happiness.
“When she was born I felt as
though I was flying. She is everything
in our world. She is a part of me,”
says her mother, Esraa Aly.
Roukaia is the family’s first-born
child and was “a great blessing” to the
entire family: her grandmother, two
uncles, two aunts, and one cousin,
who all live together in a small twobedroom apartment located near the
heart of Alexandria, Egypt.
But there was trouble from the
beginning. Roukaia was born two
months premature and had to
spend several weeks in the NICU at
Alexandria Children’s Hospital.
When she was discharged,
Roukaia’s parents thought they had
put the worst behind them, but it
was only the first of a long line of
challenges to come.
As the baby grew, Esraa Aly
began to notice that Roukaia’s coloring was different from other babies.
Her fingers and toes were abnormally
blue and she was often short of
breath. At nearly 2 years old, when
her cousin Moazz was running
around and climbing on furniture,
Roukaia could only walk a few steps
before collapsing from fatigue.
Her parents took their baby to
the Alexandria Main University
Hospital, where they received the terrible news. Roukaia had Tetralogy of
Fallot, a fatal congenital heart defect
that could only be alleviated through
a difficult surgical procedure. The
good news was that it was curable
through surgery. The bad news was
that there was no one in Alexandria
who knew the procedure. The young
family would have to travel to Cairo
and be placed on a daunting, multiple-year waiting list. But time was
sensitive, and there was no guarantee
that Roukaia would live long enough
to see the beginning of the line.
“We felt as though our lives were

destroyed because Roukaia’s health
was not good. I wanted to help her
with my hands but I could not,” says
her father, Mouhammed Elwahab.
Every two weeks Mouhammed
and Esraa took their daughter to
the cardiologist in Alexandria, and
every time they were given the
same answer.
And then, prayers were answered.
Imbrahim Khadragui, MD, professor
and department head of cardiothoracic surgery at Alexandria Main
University
Hospital,
told
Mouhammed and Esraa that a group
of American doctors was coming to
Alexandria and that they knew how
to help Roukaia. If their daughter
was selected out of several hundreds
of fatally ill children in Alexandria,
Roukaia might have another chance
at life. But the odds weren’t optimistic. Over a two-week stay, the
team would be performing no more
than 20 surgeries: an ambitious
amount for their short stay, but not
enough to fill the present need. Some
families would be going home without an operation.
From November 9 to 20, the
Loma Linda University Overseas
Heart Surgery Team performed 17
pediatric heart surgeries at
Alexandria Main University
Hospital in Alexandria, Egypt.
For the past 35 years, this dedicated team has circumnavigated the
globe, visiting Pakistan, Thailand,
Greece, South Vietnam, China, Saudi
Arabia, Kenya, Nepal, and now
Egypt, changing the lives and futures
of more than a thousand individuals.
But the heart team’s mission was
twofold. In order to save as many
children as possible, the Egyptian
doctors needed to learn how to perform pediatric heart surgery on their
own. Loma Linda’s primary goal was
to educate.
“It’s one thing to just come and
operate. We know we can do that
and have the baby be healthy. But
that’s just that baby. When we leave
here, there are hundreds, if not thousands of babies in this area that will

An Egyptian mother cries tears of happiness over her child’s new life. The Loma Linda University Overseas Heart
Surgery Team performed open-heart surgery on this child along with 16 other children.
be cared for because we’re making
education our primary goal,” says
Leonard Bailey, MD, surgeon-inchief at Loma Linda University
Children’s Hospital.
Impressive advancements are
being made. Three years ago, the
heart surgery program in
Alexandria, Egypt, did not exist.
Now, an entire floor of Alexandria
Main University Hospital is dedicated to the advancement of heart
surgery in Egypt. Today, the hospital is a government-run facility, but
everything, from the beds to the
eco-cardiograms, has been donated
by philanthropic outside sources.
And so is the majority of the
Egyptian heart team’s pediatric surgical education.
“The hands cannot do what the
mind does not know,” says Ahmed
Hashim, an anesthesiologist at
Alexandria Main University

Hospital. “All these patients used to
die in front of our eyes, and we
couldn’t help them. We could do
nothing to save these children,
despite all of the efforts made by our
surgeons, intensivists, and nurses. But
now we can, and this is what Loma
Linda has done for us.”
“Way in the back of our minds,
and really the principal feature is that
it will lead to babies and children

having better heart health and being
able to grow up,” says Dr. Bailey.
“But the road to that outcome is to
be able to impart our experience and
knowledge to these folks so they can
use it—the parts they think are useful to them. And maybe that will
help make a difference in a child’s life
when we’re gone.”
Today, Roukaia can run just as
Please turn to page 7
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